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Memorial
Bob Rushing is no longer with us. He left us - as surely he
had known, and the rest of us had suspected, for the last few years
that he must - in a sudden and massive failure of an already
wounded heart. We can at least be at peace, knowing that at last he
is at peace. We can at least be secure, knowing that if, in the end,
he suffered at all, his suffering was nothing compared to that which
he endured when his heart first failed in 1976.
Tributes are strange things. Only people who feel they knew
Bob Rushing themselves will read these attempts at written
memorial. Most of those knew him well in life, know his
accomplishments, have their own memories; others of those were
among the many gathered at the funeral, where they heard the
pastor recite a summary of Bob's work, or have read the newspaper
accounts of that work. We then, you readers and I, do not need to
cover biographical detail, and there is no need for me to supply you
with thoughts to supplant your own conclusions about what was
important to Bob Rushing and what was important about his
having been on this earth for half a century. Thus am I free to
speak for myself, to use this space as a personal record, to write one
last note to Bob Rushing.
Bob, you were first my teacher, then my friend, then my
employer and supervisor, and last my colleague and office
neighbor. But in none of these very different things were you any
different to me. It shall always be my memory of you that it was
people that mattered to you and that their concerns and needs and
problems were of importance to you. It shall always serve as the
measure of my respect for you, and for your humanity, that it was
the size of a person's concerns, needs, and problems - rather than
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that person's size, position or, wealth - that determined the extent
of your attentive helpfulness. It must be the highest tribute I could
pay you to recognize that in your life those who came to you in
sincerity never were turned away, and left with an equal or greater
helping of your sincere assistance, guidance, and counsel. As your
efforts have helped others in need, may you now rest in peace.
Perhaps it says everything to note that it was Bob's heart that
he used up first. For surely that proves that it was his heart which
he most often allotted to friends and strangers, his heart which was
most often offered to his colleagues and to his fellow man, his heart
which he gave up throughout his life in the places it was needed, the
only places that ever really matter, the places where people need
help, understanding, kindness. Even a heart as big and as strong
and as open as Bob's was bound to become exhausted. And, surely
enough, far too early, it did.
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